CSE543 - Introduction to Computer and Network Security

Module: Cryptography

Professor Trent Jaeger
Reading papers ...

- What is the purpose of reading papers?
- How do you read papers?
Understanding what you read

• Things you should be getting out of a paper
  ‣ What is the central idea proposed/explored in the paper?
    • Abstract
    • Introduction
    • Conclusions
    These are the best areas to find an overview of the contribution
  ‣ Motivation: What is the problem being addressed?
  ‣ How does this work fit into others in the area?
    • Related work - often a separate section, sometimes not, every paper should detail the relevant literature. Papers that do not do this or do a superficial job are almost sure to be bad ones.
    • An informed reader should be able to read the related work and understand the basic approaches in the area, and how they differ from the present work.
Understanding what you read (cont.)

• What scientific devices are the authors using to communicate their point?
  ‣ **Methodology** - this is how they evaluate their solution.
  • Theoretical papers typically validate a model using mathematical arguments (e.g., proofs)
  • Experimental papers evaluate results based on test apparatus (e.g., measurements, data mining, synthetic workload simulation, trace-based simulation).
    ‣ Empirical research evaluates by measurement.
  • Some papers have no evaluation at all, but argue the merits of the solution in prose (e.g., paper design papers)
Understanding what you read (cont.)

• What do the authors claim?
  ‣ **Results** - statement of new scientific discovery.
  • Typically some abbreviated form of the results will be present in the abstract, introduction, and/or conclusions.
  • **Note**: just because a result was accepted into a conference or journal does necessarily not mean that it is true. Always be circumspect.

• What should you remember about this paper?
  ‣ **Take away** - what general lesson or fact should you take away from the paper.
  ‣ Note that really good papers will have take-aways that are more general than the paper topic.
Summarize Thompson Article

• Contribution
• Motivation
• Related work
• Methodology
• Results
• Take away
A Sample Summary

• **Contribution**: Ken Thompson shows how hard it is to trust the security of software in this paper. He describes an approach whereby he can embed a Trojan horse in a compiler that can insert malicious code on a trigger (e.g., recognizing a login program).

• **Motivation**: People need to recognize the security limitations of programming.

• **Related Work**: This approach is an example of a Trojan horse program. A Trojan horse is a program that serves a legitimate purpose on the surface, but includes malicious code that will be executed with it. Examples include the Sony/BMG rootkit: the program provided music legitimately, but also installed spyware.

• **Methodology**: The approach works by generating a malicious binary that is used to compile compilers. Since the compiler code looks OK and the malice is in the binary compiler compiler, it is difficult to detect.

• **Results**: The system identifies construction of login programs and miscompiles the command to accept a particular password known to the attacker.

• **Take away**: *What is the transcendent truth?????* (see next slide)
Turtles all the way down ...

• **Take away:** Thompson states the “obvious” moral that “you cannot trust code that you did not totally create yourself.” We all depend on code, but constructing a basis for trusting it is very hard, even today.

• ... or “**trust in security is an infinite regression ...**”

“A well-known scientist (some say it was Bertrand Russell) once gave a public lecture on astronomy. He described how the earth orbits around the sun and how the sun, in turn, orbits around the center of a vast collection of stars called our galaxy. At the end of the lecture, a little old lady at the back of the room got up and said: "What you have told us is rubbish. The world is really a flat plate supported on the back of a giant tortoise." The scientist gave a superior smile before replying, "What is the tortoise standing on?" "You're very clever, young man, very clever", said the old lady. "But it's turtles all the way down!"

Reading a paper

• Everyone has a different way of reading a paper.
• Here are some guidelines I use:
  ‣ Always have a copy to mark-up. Your margin notes will serve as invaluable sign-posts when you come back to the paper (e.g., “here is the experimental setup” or “main result described here”)
  ‣ After reading, write a summary of the paper containing answers to the questions in the preceding slides. If you can’t answer (at least at a high level) these questions without referring to the paper, it may be worth scanning again.
• Over the semester, try different strategies for reading papers and see which one is the most effective for you.
Reading a systems security paper

• What is the security model?
  ‣ Who are the participants and adversaries
  ‣ What are the assumptions of trust (trust model)
  ‣ What are the relevant risks/threats

• What are the constraints?
  ‣ What are the practical limitations of the environment
  ‣ To what degree are the participants available

• What is the solution?
  ‣ How are the threats reasonably addressed
  ‣ How do they evaluate the solution

• What is the take away?
  ‣ key idea/design, e.g., generalization (not solely engineering)

• Hint: I will ask these questions when evaluating course project.
A historical moment ...

• Mary Queen of Scots is being held by Queen Elizabeth ...
  ‣ … and accused of treason.
  ‣ All communication with co-conspirators encrypted.

• Walsingham needs to prove complicity.
Intuition

• Cryptography is the art (and sometimes science) of secret writing
  ‣ Less well known is that it is also used to guarantee other properties, e.g., authenticity of data
  ‣ This is an enormously deep and important field
  ‣ However, much of our trust in cryptographic systems is based on faith (particularly in efficient secret key algorithms)
  ‣ … ask Mary Queen of Scots how that worked out.

• This set of lectures will provide the intuition and some specifics of modern cryptography, seek others for additional details (Menezes et. al.).
Cryptography

• Cryptography (cryptographer)
  ‣ Creating ciphers

• Cryptanalysis (cryptanalyst)
  ‣ Breaking ciphers

• The history of cryptography is an arms race between cryptographers and cryptanalysts
Encryption algorithm

- Algorithm used to make content unreadable by all but the intended receivers

\[
E(\text{plaintext}, \text{key}) = \text{ciphertext} \\
D(\text{ciphertext}, \text{key}) = \text{plaintext}
\]

- Algorithm is public, key is private

- Block vs. Stream Ciphers
  - Block: input is fixed blocks of same length
  - Stream: stream of input
Hardness

• Inputs
  ‣ Plaintext $P$
  ‣ Ciphertext $C$
  ‣ Encryption key $k_e$
  ‣ Decryption key $k_d$

$$D(E(P, k_e), k_d) = P$$

• Computing $P$ from $C$ is hard, $P$ from $C$ with $k_d$ is easy
  ‣ for all $P$s with more than negligible probability
  ‣ This is known as a TRAPDOOR function
  ‣ Devil is in the details ....
Example: Caesar Cipher

- Substitution cipher
- Every character is replaced with the character three slots to the right

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |

- Q: What is the key?

SECURITY AND PRIVACY
VHFXULWBDQGSULYDFB
Cryptanalyze this ....

“GUVFVF N TERNG PYNFF”
Cryptanalysis of ROTx

• Goal: to find plaintext of encoded message
• Given: ciphertext
• How: simply try all possible keys
  ‣ Known as a brute force attack

1 T F D V S J U Z B M E Q S J W B D Z
2 U G E W T K V A C N F R T H X C E A
3 W H F X U L W B D Q G S U L Y D F B

SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Substitution Cipher

- A substitution cipher replaces one symbol for another in the alphabet
  - Caesar cipher and rot13 are a specific kind (rotation)
  - The most common is a *random permutation* cipher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why are substitution ciphers breakable?

• Substitution ciphers are breakable because they don’t hide the underlying frequency of characters. You can use this information if you know the target language frequency count.

• For example, in English ...
  ‣ e, t, a, o, i, n, s, r, h, d, l, u, c, m, f, y, w, g, p, b, v, k, x, q, j, z

• Q: how do you exploit this?
Using frequency ..

- Vg gbbx n ybg bs oybbq, fjrng naq grnef gb trg gb jurer jr ner gbqnl, ohg jr unir whfg ortha. Gbqnl jr ortva va rnearfg gur jbex bs znxvat fher gung gur jbeq jr yrnir bhe puvyqera vf whfg n yvggyr ovg orggre guna gur bar jr vaunovg gbqnl.
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- Vg gbbx n ybg bs oybbq, fjrng naq grnef gb trg gb jurer jr ner gbqnl, ohg jr unir whfg ortha. Gbqnl jr ortva va rnearfg gur jbex bs znxvat fherrung gur jbeqyq jr yrnnr bhe puvyqera vf whfg n yvggyr ovg orggre guna gur bar jr vaunovg gbqnl.

- It took a lot of blood, sweat and tears to get to where we are today, but we have just begun. Today we begin in earnest the work of making sure that the world we leave our children is just a little bit better than the one we inhabit today.
Using frequency ..

- Vg gbbx n ybg bs oybbq, fjrng naq grnfr gb trg gb jurer jr ner gbqnl, ohg jr unir whfg ortha. Gbqnl jr ortva va rnearfg gur jbex bs znxvat fher gung gur jbeqyq jr yrniq bhe puvyqera vf whfg n yvggyr ovg orggre guna gur bar jr vaunovg gbqnl.

- It took a lot of blood, sweat and tears to get to where we are today, but we have just begun. Today we begin in earnest the work of making sure that the world we leave our children is just a little bit better than the one we inhabit today.

‘r’ appears very frequently so very likely is one of the top frequency letters.
Using frequency ..

• Vg gbbx n ybg bs oybbq, fjrng naq grnef gb trg gb jurer jr ner gbqnl, ohg jr unir whfg ortha. Gbqnl jr ortva va rnearfg gur jbex bs znxvat fher gung gur jbeyq jr yrninr bhe puvyqera vf whfg n yvggyr ovg orggre guna gur bar jr vaunovg gbqnl.

• It took a lot of blood, sweat and tears to get to where we are today, but we have just begun. Today we begin in earnest the work of making sure that the world we leave our children is just a little bit better than the one we inhabit today.

Repeat this process, picking out more letters, then common words, e.g., ‘the’ ...

... which gives (e to r), (g to t), and (u to h)
Attacking a Cipher

• The attack mounted will depend on what information is available to the adversary
  ‣ **Ciphertext-only attack**: adversary only has the ciphertext available and wants to determine the plaintext encrypted
  ‣ **Known-plaintext attack**: adversary learns one or more pairs of ciphertext/plaintext encrypted under the same key, tries to determine plaintext based on a different ciphertext
  ‣ **Chosen-plaintext attack**: adversary can obtain the encryption of any plaintext, tries to determine the plaintext for a different ciphertext
  ‣ **Chosen-ciphertext attack**: adversary can obtain the plaintext of any ciphertext except the one the adversary wants to decrypt
Other cryptanalysis ...

• Brute force cryptanalysis
  ‣ Just keep trying different keys and check result (early breaks)

• Linear cryptanalysis
  ‣ Construct linear equations relating plaintext, ciphertext and key bits that have a high bias; that is, whose probabilities of holding (over the space of all possible values of their variables) are as close as possible to 0 or 1
  ‣ Use these linear equations in conjunction with known plaintext-ciphertext pairs to derive key bits.

• Differential cryptanalysis
  ‣ study of how differences in an input can affect the resultant difference at the output (showing non-random behavior)
  ‣ Use chosen plaintext to uncover key bits
Shared key cryptography

• Traditional use of cryptography
• Symmetric keys, where A single key \( (k) \) is used is used for \( E \) and \( D \)

\[
D(E(p, k), k)) = P
\]

• All (intended) receivers have access to key
• **Note:** Management of keys determines who has access to encrypted data
  ‣ E.g., password encrypted email
• Also known as symmetric key cryptography
Key size and algorithm strength

- Key size is an oft-cited measure of the strength of an algorithm, but is strength strongly correlated (or perfectly correlated with key length)?
  - Say we have two algorithms, A and B with key sizes of 128 and 160 bits (the common measure)
  - Is A “less secure” than B?
  - What if A=B (for variable key-length algorithms)?

*Implication*: references to key length in advertisements are often meaningless.
Is there an unbreakable cipher?
Is there an unbreakable cipher?

• As it turns out, yes ....
  ‣ (Claude Shannon proved it)
The one-time pad (OTP)

- Assume you have a secret bit string $s$ of length $n$ known only to two parties, Alice and Bob
  - Alice sends a message $m$ of length of $n$ to Bob
  - Alice uses the following encryption function to generate ciphertext bits:
    $$
    
    \sum_{i=0}^{n} c_i = m_i \oplus k_i
    $$
    - E.g., XOR the data with the secret bit string
  - An adversary Mallory cannot retrieve any part of the data

- Simple version of the proof of security:
  - Assume for simplicity that value of each bit in $k$ is equally likely, then you have no information to work with.
Generic Block Encryption

• Break input into smaller chunks
• Apply *substitution* on smaller chunks and *permutation* on output of the substitution
• Achieves Shannon’s properties of *confusion* and *diffusion*
  ‣ Confusion: Relation between ciphertext and key as complex as possible
  ‣ Diffusion: Relation between ciphertext and plaintext as complex as possible
• Multiple *rounds*
• Plaintext easily recovered
Data Encryption Standard

- Introduced by the US NBS (now NIST) in 1972
- Signaled the beginning of the modern area of cryptography
- Block cipher
  - Fixed sized input
- 8-byte input and a 8-byte key (56-bits+8 parity bits)
- Multiple rounds of substitution, initial and final permutation
Substitution Box (S-box)

• A substitution box (or S-box) is used to obscure the relationship between the key and the ciphertext
  ‣ Shannon's property of distinctness: the relationship between key and ciphertext is as complex as possible.
  ‣ In DES S-boxes are carefully chosen to resist cryptanalysis.
  ‣ Thus, that is where part of the security comes from.

Example: Given a 6-bit input, the 4-bit output is found by selecting the row using the outer two bits, and the column using the inner four bits. For example, an input "011011" has outer bits "01" and inner bits "1101"; the corresponding output would be "1001".
Permutations Box (P-box)

- A permutations box (or P-box) is used to obscure the relationship between the plaintext and the ciphertext
  - Shannon's property of diffusion: the relationship between plaintext and ciphertext is as complex as possible.
  - DES uses a combination of diffusion and confusion to resist cryptanalysis
Cryptanalysis of DES

• DES has an effective 56-bit key length
• Wiener: $1,000,000 - 3.5 hours (never built)
• July 17, 1998, the EFF DES Cracker, which was built for less than $250,000 < 3 days
• January 19, 1999, Distributed.Net (w/EFF), 22 hours and 15 minutes (over many machines)
• We all assume that NSA and agencies like it around the world can crack (recover key) DES in milliseconds

• What now? Give up on DES?
Variants of DES

- **DESX** (XOR with separate keys \( \sim = 60\text{-bits} \))
  - Linear cryptanalysis

- **Triple DES** (three keys \( \sim = 112\text{-bits} \))
  - keys \( k_1, k_2, k_3 \)

\[
C = E(D(E(p, k_1), k_2, k_3))
\]
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

• International NIST bakeoff between cryptographers
  ‣ Rijndael (pronounced “Rhine-dall”)

• Replacement for DES/accepted symmetric key cipher
  ‣ Substitution-permutation network, not a Feistel network
  ‣ Variable key lengths
  ‣ Fast implementation in hardware and software
  ‣ Small code and memory footprint
Public Key Cryptography
Public Key Cryptography

- Public Key cryptography
Public Key Cryptography

• Public Key cryptography
  ‣ Each key pair consists of a public and private component: $k^+$ (public key), $k^-$ (private key)
Public Key Cryptography

• Public Key cryptography
  ‣ Each key pair consists of a public and private component: $k^+$ (public key), $k^-$ (private key)

$$D(E(p, k^+), k^-) = P$$
$$D(E(p, k^-), k^+) = P$$
Public Key Cryptography

• Public Key cryptography
  ‣ Each key pair consists of a public and private component: \( k^+ \) (public key), \( k^- \) (private key)

\[
D(E(p, k^+), k^-) = P
\]

\[
D(E(p, k^-), k^+) = P
\]

• Public keys are distributed (typically) through public key certificates
Public Key Cryptography

• Public Key cryptography
  ‣ Each key pair consists of a public and private component: $k^+$ (public key), $k^-$ (private key)

$$D(E(p, k^+), k^-) = P$$

$$D(E(p, k^-), k^+) = P$$

• Public keys are distributed (typically) through public key certificates
  ‣ Anyone can communicate secretly with you if they have your certificate
Public Key Cryptography

• Public Key cryptography
  ‣ Each key pair consists of a public and private component: $k^+$ (public key), $k^-$ (private key)

  \[
  D(E(p, k^+), k^-) = P
  \]
  \[
  D(E(p, k^-), k^+) = P
  \]

• Public keys are distributed (typically) through public key certificates
  ‣ Anyone can communicate secretly with you if they have your certificate
  ‣ E.g., SSL-based web commerce
Digital Signatures

• Models physical signatures in digital world
  ‣ Association between private key and document
  ‣ … and indirectly identity and document.
  ‣ Asserts that document is authentic and non-reputable

• To sign a document
  ‣ Given document d, private key k-
  ‣ Signature $S(d) = E(k^-, h(d))$

• Validation
  ‣ Given document d, signature $S(d)$, public key $k^+$
  ‣ Validate $D(k^+, S(d)) = H(d)$
Hash Algorithms

• Hash algorithm
  ‣ Compression of data into a hash value
  ‣ E.g., $h(d) = \text{parity}(d)$
  ‣ Such algorithms are generally useful in algorithms (speed/space optimization)

• … as used in cryptosystems
  ‣ *One-way* - (computationally) hard to invert $h()$, i.e., compute $h^{-1}(y)$, where $y=h(d)$
  ‣ *Collision resistant* hard to find two data $x_1$ and $x_2$ such that $h(x_1) == h(x_2)$

• Q: What can you do with these constructs?
• **MAC**
  ‣ Used in protocols to authenticate content, authenticates integrity for data d
  ‣ To simplify, hash function $h()$, key $k$, data $d$

  $MAC(k, d) = h(k \oplus d)$

  ‣ E.g., XOR the key with the data and hash the result

• **Q:** Why does this provide integrity?
  ‣ Cannot produce $mac(k,d)$ unless you know $k$
  ‣ If you could, then can *invert* $h()$

• **Exercise for class:** prove the previous statement
A simple proof

• Setup: you know d and have an algorithm X(d) that produces MAC(k,d) without k (assume d known).

• Suppose X() exists:
  
  \[
  d = 0 \\
  \text{then, } X(d) = h(k \oplus 0) = h(k)
  \]

• There are two possible explanations
  
  ‣ k is constant (which it is not)
  ‣ X(d) knows or receives k from input (which by definition it does not)
  ‣ ... a contradiction.
HMAC

- MAC that meets the following properties
  - Collision-resistant
  - Attacker cannot compute proper digest without knowing K
    - Even if attacker can see an arbitrary number of digests H(k+x)

- Simple MAC has a flaw
  - Block hash algorithms mean that new content can be added
  - Turn H(K+m) to H(K+m+m’) where m’ is controlled by an attacker

- HMAC(K, d) = H(K + H(K + d))
  - Attacker cannot extend MAC as above
  - Prove it to yourself
Birthday Paradox

• Birthday paradox: the probability that two or more people in a group of 23 share the same birthday is greater than 50%.

• General formulation

  – function f() whose output is uniformly distributed
  – On repeated random inputs \( n = \{ n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k \} \)
    
    \[
    \Pr(n_i = n_j) = 1.2k^{1/2}, \text{ for some } 1 \leq i, j \leq k, 1 \leq j < k, i \neq j
    \]
    
    \[
    \text{E.g., } 1.2(365^{1/2}) \approx 23
    \]

• Q: Why is the birthday paradox important to hash functions?
Hash Functions

• MD4, MD5
  ‣ Substitution on complex functions in multiple passes

• SHA-1
  ‣ 160-bit hash
  ‣ “Complicated function”

• Limited formal basis
  ‣ Practical attacks on SHA-1, MD5

• NIST hash function competition
  ‣ AES Style competition
Using hashes as authenticators

• Consider the following scenario
  ‣ Prof. Alice has not decided if she will cancel the next lecture.
  ‣ When she does decide, she communicates to Bob the student through Mallory, her evil TA.
  ‣ She does not care if Bob shows up to a cancelled class
  ‣ She wants Bob to show for all classes held

• She and Bob use the following protocol:
  1. Alice invents a secret $t$
  2. Alice gives Bob $h(t)$, where $h()$ is a crypto hash function
  3. If she cancels class, she gives $t$ to Mallory to give to Bob
     – If does not cancel class, she does nothing
     – If Bob receives the token $t$, he knows that Alice sent it
Hash Authenticators

• Why is this protocol secure?
  – t acts as an authenticated value (authenticator) because Mallory could not have produced t without inverting h()
  – **Note**: Mallory can convince Bob that class is occurring when it is not by simply not delivering t (but we assume Bob is smart enough to come to that conclusion when the room is empty)

• What is important here is that hash preimages are good as (single bit) authenticators.

• Note that it is important that Bob got the original value h(t) from Alice directly (was provably authentic)
Hash chain

• Now, consider the case where Alice wants to do the same protocol, only for all 26 classes (the semester)

• Alice and Bob use the following protocol:
  1. Alice invents a secret $t$
  2. Alice gives Bob $h^{26}(t)$, where $h^{26}()$ is 26 repeated uses of $h()$.
  3. If she cancels class on day $d$, she gives $h^{(26-D)}(t)$ to Mallory, e.g.,
     - If cancels on day 1, she gives Mallory $h^{25}(t)$
     - If cancels on day 2, she gives Mallory $h^{24}(t)$
     ...
     - If cancels on day 25, she gives Mallory $h^{1}(t)$
     - If cancels on day 26, she gives Mallory $t$
  4. If does not cancel class, she does nothing
     - If Bob receives the token $t$, he knows that Alice sent it
Hash Chain (cont.)

• Why is this protocol secure?
  ‣ On day $d$, $h^{(26-d)}(t)$ acts as an authenticated value (authenticator) because Mallory could not create $h^{(26-d)}(t)$ without inverting $h^{(26-d-1)}(t)$ because for any $h^k(t)$ she has $h^j(t)$ where $26 > j > k$
  ‣ That is, Mallory potentially has access to the hash values for all days prior to today, but that provides no information on today’s value, as they are all post-images of today’s value
  ‣ Note: Mallory can again convince Bob that class is occurring by not delivering $h^{(26-d)}(t)$
  ‣ Chain of hash values are ordered authenticators

• Important that Bob got the original value $H^{26}(t)$ from Alice directly (was provably authentic)
Basic truths of cryptography …

• Cryptography is not frequently the source of security problems
  ‣ Algorithms are well known and widely studied
    • Use of crypto commonly is … (e.g., WEP)
  ‣ Vetted through crypto community
  ‣ Avoid any “proprietary” encryption
  ‣ Claims of “new technology” or “perfect security” are almost assuredly *snake oil*
Why Cryptosystems Fail

• In practice, what are the causes of cryptosystem failures
  ‣ Not crypto algorithms typically
Case Study

• ATM Systems
  ‣ Some public data
  ‣ High value information
  ‣ Of commercial enterprises, banks have most interest in security

• How do they work?
  ‣ Card: with account number
  ‣ User: provides PIN
  ‣ ATM: Verifies that PIN corresponds to encryption of account number with PIN key (offset can be used)

• Foundation of security
  ‣ PIN key (can obtain PIN and forge cards)
Simple Fraud

- Insiders
  - Make an extra card; special ops allow debit of any acct

- Outsiders
  - Shoulder surfing; fake ATMs; replay pay response

- PINs
  - Weak entropy of PIN keys; limit user PIN choices; same PIN for everyone

- User-chosen PINs
  - Bad; Store encrypted in a file (find match); Encrypted on card

- Italy
  - Fake ATMs; Offline ATMs (make several copies of card)
More Complex Issues

• PIN key derivation
  ‣ Set terminal key from two shares
  ‣ Download PIN key encrypted under terminal key

• Other banks’ PIN keys
  ‣ Encrypt ‘working keys’ under a zone key
  ‣ Re-encrypt under ATM bank’s working key

• Must keep all these keys secret
Products Have Problems

- Despite well understood crypto foundations, products don’t always work securely
  - Lose secrets due to encryption in software
  - Incompatibilities (borrow my terminal)
  - Poor product design
    - Back doors enabled, non-standard crypto, lack of entropy, etc.
  - Sloppy operations
    - Ignore attack attempts, share keys, procedures are not defined or followed
  - Cryptanalysis sometimes
    - Home-grown algorithms!, improper parameters, cracking DES
Problems

• Systems may work in general, but
  ‣ Are difficult to use in practice
  ‣ Counter-intuitive
  ‣ Rewards aren’t clear
  ‣ Correct usage is not clear
  ‣ Too many secrets ultimately

• Fundamentally, two problems
  ‣ Too complex to use
  ‣ No way to determine if use is correct
What Can We Do?

• Anderson suggests
  ‣ Determine exactly what can go wrong
    • Find all possible failure modes
  ‣ Put in safeguards
    • Describe how preventions protect system
  ‣ Correct implementation of safeguards
    • Implementation of preventions meets requirements
  ‣ Decisions left to people are small in number and clearly understood
    • People know what to do

• Problems of security in general
Important principles

• Don’t design your own crypto algorithm
  ‣ Use standards whenever possible
• Make sure you understand parameter choices
• Make sure you understand algorithm interactions
  ‣ E.g. the order of encryption and authentication
    • Turns out that authenticate then encrypt is risky
• Be open with your design
  ‣ Solicit feedback
  ‣ Use open algorithms and protocols
  ‣ Open code? (jury is still out)
Building systems with cryptography

• Use quality libraries
  ‣ SSLeay, lim (from Lenstra), Victor Shoup’s library, RSAREF, cryptolib
  ‣ Find out what cryptographers think of a package before using it

• Code review like crazy

• Educate yourself on how to use library
  ‣ Caveats by original designer and programmer
Common issues that lead to pitfalls

- Generating randomness
- Storage of secret keys
- Virtual memory (pages secrets onto disk)
- Protocol interactions
- Poor user interface
- Poor choice of key length, prime length, using parameters from one algorithm in another